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PANEL 1 

The Financial Markets: Financial Regulation, Investment Law, and Accounting Standards 

The first panel will focus on the roles and issues of the financial markets, international investment 

law and accounting standards regarding finance and human rights.  

 

1. Michelle Ruby Kelsall, Doctoral Candidate, School of Law, University of Nottingham (UK)  

Creating markets for virtue or a virtuous market? 

The UN Guiding Principles, the Financial Services Industry and the Search for Shared 

Fundamental Values in the Global Economy 

ABSTRACT 

In 2011, the UN Human Rights Council unanimously endorsed the “Protect, Respect, Remedy” 

Framework (‘Framework’) and UN Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights (‘UNGP’). 

Both the Framework and the UNGP were developed in the shadow of the 2008 global financial 

crisis (‘GFC’). Several scholars now argue conclusively that the GFC was caused primarily by the 

rapid securitization of sub-prime debt in the US financial services sector, hence laying 

responsibility for the global collapse of markets primarily at the door of banks and lending 

institutions.The UNGP’s chief architect, Professor John Ruggie, attributed the GFCto a lack of 

shared social values withinthe institutional underpinnings of the world’s markets – values which he 

argued should be grounded in international human rights law, as ‘the only internationally agreed 

expression of the entitlements that each and every one of us has simply because we are human 

beings’.
1
 

For Ruggie, a key response to the problems the GFC revealed was to attempt to embed respect for 

human rights in global markets by fostering the adoption of human rights policy commitments, due 

diligence processes and reporting mechanisms within business enterprises. These processes aimed 

at instituting the shared valuesof the international community (as contained in the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights) within these firms and subsequently prevent further human rights 

harms from occurring.The promise contained in the UNGP is that ‘harm’, in this context, is 
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characterized by business enterprisesthroughtheir determining the severity and likelihood of risks to 

people in the societies in which they operate. This constitutes a radical departure from the ordinary 

definition of material riskin domestic banking and securities law (both across Europe and in the 

United States)in which both financial and non-financial risks are determined with reference to the 

profitability and sustainability of the enterprise itself. 

Drawing particularly (though not exclusively) from a case study of theThun Group of Banks
2
, this 

paper considers the extent to which the UNGPhas influenced or modified the due diligence and 

reporting practices of the financial services industry in the aftermath of the GFC. It argues that, 

although the UNGPs have been marginally successful in creating a ‘market for virtue’ in the 

aftermath of financial collapse, they have, to date, been far less successful in shifting the parameters 

through which financial services firms assess material risks in order to create a more virtuous (or: 

human rights-oriented) market.
3
 This is in part due to the fact that financial services regulation 

continues to be considered largely separate and distinct from a government’s human rights 

obligations and in part because financial services firms have to date been givenlittle incentive to re-

characterize risk in the manner supported by the UNGPs. This has resulted in financial services 

firms largely considering their role vis-à-vis the UNGPs as one in which they should utilize their 

leverage (through project financing) to influence their customers, rather than to re-think the role 

financial services themselves play in embedding shared values in the global marketplace. 

The paper will further consider how European governments(who to date have acted as key global 

leaders in support of the UNGP) can contribute both to strengthening the application of the UNGP 

in the financial services sector and further determininghow to embed these shared values within that 

sector.
4
It will begin with a thorough investigation of what these values actually comprise, including 

how human rights are distinct from environmental and social governance. Tracing the history of 

‘shared values’ as espoused through the work of both Professor Ruggie and successive Secretary 

Generals of the United Nations (from Kofi Annan’s term in office onwards), the paper will consider 

the extent to which this concept requires replacingpublic values, traditionally conceived as external 

to private investment in global markets, with sharedvalues within those markets, and the role 

international law plays in determining what those values are and how they are prioritized. The paper 

will conclude by reflecting on the role that international lawyers and scholars have in further 

conceptualizing their institutionalization in the global economy. 

2. Dr.Chiara Macchi, Research Fellow, Sant’Anna School of Advanced Studies (Pisa, Italy) 

At the intersection between investment and human rights:  

is the EU able and willing topromote a paradigm shift? 

ABSTRACT 

With the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty, the EU acquired the competence to 

concludeinternational investment agreements (IIAs) or to include investment chapters in FTAs on 
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behalfof its Member States (MSs) as a whole. This entails a unique opportunity for the EU to shape 

aninvestment policy which is coherent with the protection of human rights and with 

internationalcommitments it has undertaken and advocated for, such as the UN Guiding Principles 

onBusiness and Human Rights (GPs) and the Sustainable Development Goals. 

In recent times, however, the EU’s approach to the negotiation of trade and investmentagreements – 

e.g. the TTIP (currently blocked), the CETA, the FTAs with Myanmar andVietnam, etc. – has 

sparked concerns. The investment chapters proposed for those agreementsreplicate some of the 

well-known shortcomings of IIAs, including Fair and Equitable Treatment(FET) clauses that 

threaten the State’s ability to protect human rights, the absence ofenforceable human rights clauses, 

the negotiations’ lack of transparency, the absence orinadequacy of human rights impact 

assessments (see, for instance, the findings of theEuropean Ombudsman in relation to the FTA with 

Vietnam), the inclusion of a model ofInvestor-State Dispute Settlement (ISDS) that is essentially 

blind to human rightsconsiderations, as remarked in a recent critique by UN Independent Expert A. 

de Zayas. 

In the meantime, failures to consider human rights, environmental protection and 

sustainabledevelopment in investment projects produce adverse effects not only outside the EU, but 

alsoinside its borders, as testified by highly controversial cases such as the Rosia Montana 

project,which recently gave rise to an arbitration procedure promoted against Romania by 

theCanadian investor. Other examples include the expected environmental damage from 

EldoradoGold’s open-pit mining in Greece, the earthquakes caused by gas extraction by 

Shell/Exxon inGroningen, and the environmental deterioration involved in the Sivens dam project 

in France.These cases sparked social conflict, human rights violations, lawsuits against the 

governmentsand companies involved. Common problems were the scarce transparency and 

inclusivity ofdecision-making processes, and the failure to balance investment protection and 

human rights. 

In light of the post-Lisbon competence related to investment, a serious reflection on how the 

EUlegal framework can address these flaws and reduce future conflicts can no longer bepostponed. 

Such a reflection should produce ideas not only for future IIAs negotiated with thirdcountries, but 

also in relation to intra-EU agreements, especially if a future EU-wide investmentagreement, as 

proposed by some MSs, will replace the BITs concluded by individual MSs. 

The crucial question to be answered is whether the EU is able and willing to create aninvestment 

policy framework compatible with the GPs, with EU values and with the MSs’ humanrights 

obligations, contributing to trigger a paradigm shift in international investment law. Thepaper builds 

on the discourse about the relationship between human rights and investment lawwhile considering 

specifically the flaws in the current EU approach to trade and investmenttreaties, with the ultimate 

aim of proposing possible solutions. Accordingly, it will: 

a. analyse recent examples of investment projects in which insufficient consideration 

ofhuman rights and environmental protection has fuelled social conflict, rights 

abusesand lawsuits, showing how the EU policy framework, or the application 

thereof, hasfailed to balance human rights and investor protection, even within EU 

borders; 



 

 

b. examine recent agreements concluded by the EU and follow the most recent EU 

debate on the future of its investment policy in order to assess whether the EU is 

consistently working to make its framework compatible with the promotion of 

human rights, the rule of law, the GPs and sustainable development; 

c. focus on avenues the EU could pursue to shape its investment policy, proposing 

ways to make its investment treaties - intra-EU and with third countries – compatible 

with its human rights and sustainable development commitments. This will entail 

looking into, among other things, the possible contents of a future EU model BIT, 

the use of human rights clauses and the formulation of FET clauses that do not 

hinderhuman rights protection. 

The paper concludes that the EU could and should consolidate a pioneering legal frameworkable to 

spark a gradual paradigm shift in international investment law, noting, however, that it isat present 

unclear whether it has a firm political willingness to do so. In proposing avenues thatthe EU could 

follow, the paper argues that the credibility of the EU as a self-defined value-basedglobal actor and 

its ability to reduce social conflicts outside and inside its borders willgreatly depend on its capacity 

to make its investment policy coherent with its commitment topromote human rights in the context 

of business operations. 

3. Dennis West, LLM, London School of Economics and Political Science (United Kingdom) 

Agreeing on Accounting:  

The Construction of Carbon Accounting in the Paris Agreement of 2016 

ABSTRACT 

Using the case of the Paris Agreement under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 

Change, this paper investigates why carbon accounting became more stable than other reporting 

issues such as human rights. Drawing on scholarship in accounting and sociology, I trace the 

accounting-related treaty provisions to their institutional origins. The findings suggest that the 

construction of carbon accounting followed a process of negotiation that led to agreement on the 

meanings attached to carbon accounting. Drawing on current models of regulation and accounting 

standard-setting, I identify points of connectivity between public values in international law and 

accounting for climate change as a public good. This working paper contributes to the debate on 

market actors in international law in the context of finance, human rights, and climate change. 

Finally, I conclude with avenues for further research.  
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The Market Participants:Stakeholders, Business Entities, and Financial Institutions 

The second panel will begin with a case study on genetic resources and then highlight the issues of 

business entities and operational grievance mechanisms in finance and human rights.  

 

4. Dr. Beatriz Barreiro Carril, Lecturer of International Law and International, Rey Juan 

Carlos University (Madrid, Spain)  

European Union approaches towards Andean Genetic Resources Accommodating Human 

Rights with Economic Interests in the Context of Genetic Resources through “Disclosure of 

Origin”: Something More than a Procedural Obligation 

ABSTRACT 

Genetic resources are considered a public good: both food and health security rely on biodiversity.
5
 

Intellectual Property (IP) regimes face difficulties in accommodating human rights and economic 

interests. Discussions in the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) and the World Trade 

Organization (WTO) in the context of the Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual 

Property Rights (TRIPS) are being undertaken for two decades now in order to accommodate the 

aforementioned interests. 

The Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) and its Nagoya Protocol ask in fact for some 

changes in order such IP regimes are not detrimental, but beneficial to the communities living in 

areas where the genetic resources are original from. Very often, such communities have developed 

traditional knowledge (TK) linked to such genetic resources. The introduction of a “disclosure of 

origin” obligation is, in fact, as we will see, one of those asked changes. In the field of International 

Human Rights, the Universal Declaration of Indigenous Peoples can be said to be the first in that 

field to claim such kind of obligations as a human right issue. However, the question of the 

“disclosure of origin” has recently deserved the attention of the Independent Expert on Cultural 

Rights of United Nations, who dealt with the issue from a broader approach, which is not limited to 

Indigenous Peoples rights.
6
 

For many decades now, “multinational corporations have lobbied their Governments to push for 

stronger intellectual property protection abroad”
7
. As a consequence, very high standards of 

protection of intellectual property where established in the TRIPS which article 27.1 specifies that 

“patents shall be available for any invention, whether a product or process, in all fields of 

technology, provided that it is new, involves an inventive step and is capable of industrial 

application”. The issue of establishing some requirements or conditions to such IP rights is 

controversial. Developed States generally consider that the obligation of disclosing –as a guarantee 

of identifying the existence of prior art, or promoting equitable benefit sharing, by instance – should 
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be only of a procedural nature. Such a procedural nature, is, however, as we will see, quite 

controversial. 

 

In the context of WIPO, although the interrelation of access to genetic resources and disclosure 

requirements in intellectual property rights applications was dealt more convincingly than in the 

context of WTO, there is still no biding obligation on the issue. The recent intervention of the 

General Secretariat of the Council of the European Union during the twenty-ninth session of the 

WIPO Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual Property and Genetic Resources, Traditional 

Knowledge and Folklore is of particular interest: “We would like to stress that our proposal for a 

mandatory disclosure requirement in patent law would be a formal requirement, which would not 

alter substantive patent law.”
8

The General Secretariat explains his fears that a “discloser” 

obligation goes beyond he aim of “[enhancing] transparency of the patent system, and thereby 

facilitate the possibility of access and benefit sharing, which is being dealt with in separate systems, 

e.g. under the CBD and the Nagoya protocol.”
9
However, the compliance of the CBD and the 

Nagoya protocol ask, in the author’s opinion, of some adjustments in IP regimes. In order to be 

even clearer, the Secretariat establishes that “the disclosure requirement foreseen concerns a formal 

requirement. The applicant should, when the invention is directly based on the specific GR [genetic 

resources], declare the country of origin of the specific genetic resource to which the inventor has 

had physical access ….”
10

 

 

It is clear that the European Union does not want to include “new” substantive obligations. In the 

same vein, concerning TRIPS, the problematic issue is what the content of the “disclosure” 

obligation should be in order it can be compatible with article 27. Here again, there is the problem 

of the substantive/procedural nature of the “disclosure” requirement. In other words, the important 

issue is to decide in which cases such a “disclosure” requirement, turns into a substantive 

obligation; this is to say, in which cases it includes a formal requirement that turns into a 

substantive criteria, since this would contradict article 27.1. Concerns were shown at this respect 

concerning the Belgium legislation which required the “disclosure” to include the proof of the 

respect of the State of origin’s legislation. Moreover, it includes such requirement as part of the 

Belgium ordre public
11

. All this has been interpreted as the introduction of substantive criteria. 

 

States seem to be postponing the real discussion of what is a substantive and a merely procedural 

(and therefore, allowed) norm in this area. Taking into account the intervention of States in different 

fora, it can be said that the content, the purpose of the “disclosure obligation” and the legal 

consequence of violating it can be very different. The legal international scenario is still open. This 

article considers that an agreement could only be achieved when all the substantive issues around 

the “discloser” requirement would be directly dealt with. It is the author opinion that “disclosure” 
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should be treated as something more than a procedural obligation, since it serves important 

objectives based in “justice” concerns such as “benefice-sharing.”
12

 

 

Taking into account all this, and with the objective of assessing in the context of a particular case 

the exactly content of the disclosure obligation, this paper will consider the interaction between 

such international instruments and the European Union Law and policies, with special attention to 

the developments concerning the treatment of Andean genetic resources. Thus, it would take into 

account not only the EU Directive 98/44/EC on the legal protection of biotechnological inventions 

and the Free Trade Agreements between the Andean Community States and the European Union, 

but also other recent developments standards of soft law such as “the European 

Business@Biodiversity Platform” and civil society proposals such as the Global Reporting 

Initiative for the implementation of the European Directive on non-financial information disclosure. 

Thus, at the end, a concrete determination of the level of compliance with the human rights and 

biological diversity standards of the European Union will be offered. 

5. Dr. AllaTymofeyeva,Assistant Professor International Law Department, Faculty of Law, 

Charles University in Prague (Czech Republic)  

Business entities under the European Convention on Human Rights 

ABSTRACT 

The aim of this paper is to analyse the rights and obligations of business entities under theEuropean 

Convention of Human Rights (hereinafter the “Convention”) with the purpose ofdetermination of 

the correlation of business and human rights in this instrument. The keysubject of this study is to 

identify whether business entities under this treaty should only beperceived as human rights holders 

or could also be recognised as being responsible forprotection of these rights (obligators). 

This paper will address the following three points. First, this manuscript will focus on thenotion 

“business entity” in the meaning of the Convention. Second, the author willconcentrate on the rights 

of these entities as elaborated in the practice of the Court. Third, ananalysis of the possible 

obligations of business entities under this international treaty will beaccomplished. In the 

conclusion, the answer to the main research question will be provided. 

a. The definition of the term “business entity” for the purposes of the Convention 

The Convention in its text does not refer directly to the term “business entity”. However,given the 

fact that this notion serves for denomination of a wide range of entities that aregoverned by 

commercial law, this international treaty may concern them implicitly. Forinstance, Article 1 of 

Protocol No. 1 to the Convention refers to the phrase “legal person”;nonetheless, it does not mean 

that the treaty is applicable to business entities only under thisprovision. To identify the term in 

question, one should study the TravauxPréparatoirestothe Convention and the case-law of the 

Court. Marius Emberland writes that the initial text ofArticle 34 of the Convention contained legal 

persons among the list of applicants. In its case-law the Court dealt with commercial entities of 

different types, such as limited liability companies, public limited companies, and joint stock 
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companies.These were not only thebusiness entities set up in the Council of Europe member states, 

but also from all over theworld,as the Convention does not impose a nationality requirement. The 

Court does notrequire an official registration of a legal person for lodging an application 

either.Tosummarise, in view of the Court’s benevolence, the notion “business entity” may 

beinterpreted very broadly. 

 b. Human rights of business entities under the Convention 

On the basis of the thorough study of the Convention the author came to the conclusion thatthe 

following list of articles envisaging human rights under this treaty is applicable tobusiness entities: 

Article 6, Article 7,Article 8, Article 9, Article 10, Article 11, Article 13, and Article 14. The 

Protocols to the Convention also foresee certain rightsappropriate to these entities in Article 118 

and Article 319 of Protocol No. 1, Article 2, Article3, and Article 4 of Protocol No. 7, as well as in 

Article 1 of Protocol No. 12. Most ofthese provisions set forth a number of human right guarantees. 

Furthermore, the case ofCentre for Legal Resources on behalf of Valentin Câmpeanu v. Romania 

shows that legalpersons may complain of a violation of the right to life (Article 2). Consequently, 

the list ofhuman rights of business entities under the Convention may be much longer. 

c. Obligations of business entities under the Convention 

The content of human rights obligations of business entities is determined by the role theyplay 

before the Court. Legal persons may perform four main roles under the Convention: applicant, third 

party, representative, and information provider. In these capacities, theymust comply with the 

admissibility requirements and the Rules of Court.Markos Karavias31 defines the scope of 

corporate human rights obligations in internationallaw as the respect, protection, and fulfilment. 

Given the fact that, unlike the states, businessentities are not party to the Convention, they may not 

directly guarantee protection of humanrights and be responsible for their fulfilment. Nonetheless, 

they may act with respect to thestandards envisaged in the Convention. In addition, the Court 

considers the balancing betweencorporate and individual rights when a conflict of interests arises, 

for instance in defamationcases. Moreover, the Convention may serve as a tool for the protection of 

the rights of foreign investors within a company. 

d. Conclusions 

Business entities under the Convention may operate both as human rights holders andobligators. 

The invocation of a human right by an individual may be in conflict with the rightsof a legal person. 

Although in theory the performance of corporate human rights obligationscould essentially mirror 

that of states, the Convention system imposes direct responsibility forthe protection of human rights 

only on state parties. Nevertheless, the case-law of the Courtmay influence the behaviour and 

obligations of business entities indirectly. 

6. Gabriela Schwarz, PhD candidate at the Faculty of Law, University of Zurich (Switzerland)  

Non-judicial grievance mechanisms in commercial banks  

for victims of human rights infringements arising from project finance 

This paper starts from the expectation in the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights 

that companies should set up or participate in operational-level grievance mechanisms. According 



 

 

to Guiding Principle No. 29, they should be available to people or communities whose human rights 

are negatively affected by their business activities. Therefore,this project looks at the current 

landscape of non-judicial grievance mechanisms available to victims of human rights infringements 

resulting from project finance. In addition, it analyses the issue if and how project-financing 

commercial banks can set up a non-judicial grievance mechanism in accordance with the Guiding 

Principles and other relevant legal issues such as confidentiality. The paper draws uponthe general 

international law literature as well as specific scholarshipon finance and human rights. It also tries 

to weave in alternative dispute resolution theory into the context of banks and human rights. 

 


